O.E.S. GRAND
CHAPTER LIBRARY GREETING A GRAND MATRON.

Sister ----, Worthy Grand Matron of the Grand Chapter of ----, this is truly a happy occasion for each of us. To others, this may be a routine visitation, but to us there is a personal joy in this happy association. In times of troubled uncertainty, there is strength, hope and courage where there is cooperation among us. The closer fellowship between the Members of our Order will bear a rich harvest. Ideas and ideals, multiplied many times by co-workers of good will, have a far-reaching and stabilizing effect in our todays; and we can with confidence plan for a greater and better world tomorrow.

This is what your visit means... planning for tomorrow. By your inspiration and example, you will leave a heritage that all may profit by. You give time and labor, and we receive through you many benefits,—some apparent, and many intangible. We know that you have reached your high station through untiring zeal, and enthusiastic interest in our Order, and we want you to know that your service lights our road to the future.

While you are here, we strive to show your our best side, so to speak. We do our best work, and strive for that perfection that will earn your satisfaction. And we know much pleasure in our meeting, for this pleasure is enhanced by the presence of one who shares our problems and rewards. We have a deep bond of understanding, and greet you as a friend.

If at any time, a courtesy, thought or deed of ours will make your visit more pleasant, please believe that it will make us happy to give it. Friendship is that mysterious cement of the soul that sweetens all life and binds us closer in unity.

Our good wishes for your success and happiness will follow you wherever you go, and every return to our Chapter will be a joyous reunion. It is our honor to have you. We are proud of you, and our love will be evident in every smile and handshake today and always.

Grand Sister of ours, we love you true,—We are proud of all the things you do; Proud of the way you have reached the top.... We knew when you started, you'd never stop Until you reached this honored goal. We're proud of you. For in that role You love and serve, days without end, You are a Sister and a friend, And, as you visit with us here "God Bless You", is our wish sincere.